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Although hardly suggested by our mainstream media, the oﬃcially-reported results
demonstrated that our 2020 presidential election was extraordinarily close.
All the regular pre-election polls had shown the Democratic candidate with a comfortable
lead, but just as had been the case four years earlier, the actual votes tabulated revealed an
entirely contrary outcome. According to the oﬃcial vote-count, the Biden/Harris ticket ended
up millions of votes ahead, having racked up huge leads in overwhelmingly Democratic
states such as my own California, and also won by a very comfortable 306 to 232 margin in
Electoral Votes. But control of the White House depends upon the state-by-state tallies, and
these told a very diﬀerent story.
Incumbent Donald Trump lost Arizona, Georgia, and Wisconsin by such extremely narrow
margins that a swing of less than 22,000 votes in those crucial states would have gotten
him reelected. With a record 158 million votes cast, this amounted to a victory margin of
around 0.01%. So if just one American voter in 7,000 had changed his mind, Trump might
have received another four years in oﬃce. One American voter in 7,000.
Such an exceptionally narrow victory is extremely unusual in modern American history. For
decades, the very tight Kennedy-Nixon race of 1960 had been a byword for close races, but
Biden’s margin of victory was much smaller. More recently, George W. Bush won a narrow
reelection over Sen. John F. Kerry in 2004, but Kerry would have required a voter swing
nearly ﬁve times greater than Trump’s in order to claim victory. Indeed, with the sole
exception of the notorious “dangling chads” Florida decision of the 2000 Bush-Gore election,
no American presidential candidate in over 100 years had lost by so narrow a voter margin
as Donald J. Trump.
If our incompetent or dishonest media had correctly reported these simple facts, perhaps
Democratic partisans would have been somewhat more understanding of the outrage
expressed by so many of their Republican counterparts, who believed they had been
cheated of their election victory. Admittedly, Trump backers seem equally unaware of the
historically slender margin of their candidate’s defeat.
The emotions on both sides of the Trump reelection campaign were among the strongest in
modern American history, and the outcome was determined by the tiniest sliver of voters in
a few states. So under these circumstances, last week’s controversial events in DC were
perhaps not so entirely unexpected. Indeed, during the weeks before the election, I’d halfpredicted such a scenario, speculating about possible claims of a stolen election and the
resulting civil unrest. For example, the following was my response to a question from a
longtime commenter:
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Many Trump supporters are alleging that there could be massive
voting fraud in the 2020 election. Some believe that if Trump is
ahead on election night, Democratic machines will manufacture
ballots to give a victory to Biden. Do you think this is possible or
do you see this as improbable?
Well, I suppose it’s possible…
Frankly, both sides are so totally agitated and extreme, the Trumpists would be
saying and believing it, even if it were entirely false and impossible. It’s hard to
ﬁgure out what’s happening when everyone involved is so dishonest and
corrupt. Trump has always seemed like an ignorant buﬀoon to me, but I think
the Democrats and liberals have almost gone insane in their opposition to him.
As I’ve been telling people for weeks, the whole political situation certainly
seems very bizarre and I’ve seen some pretty plausible arguments that we
might end up with a “disputed” election if the numbers are fairly close in key
states. Apparently, the Republicans are overwhelmingly going to be voting in
person, while the Democrats will be voting by mail, meaning their ballots will
be much slower to come in and be counted.
So Trump could be ahead by wide margins on Election Night and declare
victory to the cheers of his partisans. And then as the mail ballots come in, the
numbers turn against him, but he and his die-hard supporters cry “Fraud!” and
refuse to recognize the result. Hard to say what would happen, but I’m glad I
live in California which is generally quiet and peaceful these days.
Obviously, Bush/Gore was “disputed” in 2000, but only party loyalists much
cared at the time, while today the country is ﬁlled with Trumpists and Trumphaters, both very suspicious and angry.
Although I think my speculative scenario turned out to be reasonably correct, the actual
post-election developments were far greater in magnitude than I had expected, and may
have dire consequences for maintaining American civil liberties.
I haven’t investigated the matter, but there does seem to be considerable circumstantial
evidence of widespread ballot fraud by Democratic Party forces, hardly surprising given the
apocalyptic manner in which so many of their leaders had characterized the threat of a
Trump reelection. After all, if they sincerely believed that a Trump victory would be
catastrophic for America why would they not use every possible means, fair and foul alike,
to save our country from that dire fate?
In particular, several of the major swing-states contain large cities—Detroit, Milwaukee,
Philadelphia, and Atlanta—that are both totally controlled by the Democratic Party and also
notoriously corrupt, and various eye-witnesses have suggested that the huge anti-Trump
margins they provided may have been heavily “padded” to ensure the candidate’s defeat.
Even leaving aside some of these plausible claims, the case for a stolen election seems
almost airtight. I don’t know or care anything about Dominion voting machines, whether
they are controlled by Venezuelan Marxists, Chinese Communists, or Martians. But the most
blatant election-theft was accomplished in absolutely plain sight.
Not long before the election, the hard drive of an abandoned laptop owned by Joe Biden’s
son Hunter revealed a gigantic international corruption scheme, quite possibility involving
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the candidate himself. But the facts of this enormous political scandal were entirely ignored
and boycotted by virtually every mainstream media outlet. And once they story was ﬁnally
published in the pages of the New York Post, America’s oldest newspaper, all links to the
Post article and its website were suddenly banned by Twitter, Facebook, and other social
media outlets to ensure that the voters remained ignorant until after they had cast their
ballots.
Renowned international journalist Glenn Greenwald was hardly a Trump partisan, but he
became outraged that the editors of the Intercept, the $100 million publication he himself
had co-founded, refused to allow him to cover that massive media scandal, and he angrily
resigned in protest. In eﬀect, America’s media and tech giants formed a united front to steal
the election and somehow drag the crippled Biden/Harris ticket across the ﬁnish line.
The Hunter Biden corruption scandal seemed about as serious as any in modern presidential
election history and Biden’s oﬃcial victory margin was just 0.01%. So if the American voters
had been allowed to learn the truth, Trump almost certainly would have won the election,
quite possibly in an Electoral College landslide. Given these facts, anyone who continues to
deny that the election was stolen from Trump is simply being ridiculous.
Heated election campaigns have consequences, and this is especially true when all of
America’s most powerful corporations and ruling elites unite to essentially steal a reelection
from a populist incumbent, hero-worshiped by many tens of millions of Americans. And
when despite all that blatant unfairness and theft, the ﬁnal margin of defeat is just one vote
in 7,000, an explosion of popular outrage should only be expected.
Solid estimates appear unavailable, but it seems that hundreds of thousands of grass-roots
Trump supporters traveled to our nation’s capital to protest against what they regarded as a
stolen election, and then peacefully assembled to listen to their hero’s speech.
Afterwards, a tiny sliver of this vast multitude of angry individuals—perhaps less than one in
a thousand—barged their way into the strangely-undefended Capitol building of Congress,
took souvenir selﬁes, livesteamed their antics, and generally played the role of touristprotesters while the lawmakers they so despised as corrupt mostly ﬂed or hid. These
Trumpists and some of their colorful costumes brought to mind the radical Yippies of the
late 1960s.
The previous year had seen an unprecedented wave of violent riots, arson, and looting
across some 200 American cities, which our entirely corrupt and dishonest media had
generally characterized as “mostly peaceful protests.” In previous years, angry mobs of
organized Democratic activists had repeatedly invaded and occupied the Wisconsin
Legislature, sometimes winning praise from the media. But when unarmed Trump
supporters now did something similar for a few hours in Washington, they were quickly
branded “domestic terrorists” seeking to overthrow our democracy.
A video shows Ashli Babbitt, an unarmed female protester, being shot dead by a security
guard as she tried to climb through a window, an incident not dissimilar to the famous Kent
State shootings of a 1960s campus protest, but hardly treated by the media in a similar
manner.
GRAPHIC FOOTAGE: Police fatally shoot a Trump supporter inside the Capitol
building. This is a sickening crime that should be prosecuted as such.
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pic.twitter.com/X8JK7HplJ7
— Dan Cohen (@dancohen3000) January 7, 2021

A couple of other Trump protesters, probably elderly, overweight, or in poor health, died of
strokes or heart-attacks during all the excitement, and one Capitol police oﬃcer later died
as well, allegedly struck in the head with a ﬁre-extinguisher although there has been no
solid account of the incident. Yet this confused tableau of chaos and popular anger, which
recalls scenes from the 1968 Chicago Democratic Convention protests, has been portrayed
as a “coup attempt” incited by President Trump, and therefore justifying his second
impeachment.
Even more importantly, the incoming Biden/Harris Administration may be considering the
most sweeping domestic crackdown upon traditional American civil liberties since the Patriot
Act was passed in the hurried aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks twenty years ago. This
has been justiﬁed by the need to suppress “domestic extremism.”
Even without any new governmental legislation, a remarkable Internet crackdown has
already begun. In an absolutely unprecedented development, the sitting president of the
United States—who had just lost his reelection by 0.01% of the vote—has been summarily
banned by Twitter, Facebook, and all other major social media outlets, preventing him from
communicating with his followers, and with many of his leading supporters suﬀering the
same fate. Famed libertarian Ron Paul criticized Twitter for banning Trump, and he was
immediately locked out of his own Facebook page. Parler, a young but rapidly growing
Twitter competitor, refused to ban Trump, and was immediately driven oﬀ the Internet by a
combined attack from Apple, Google, and Amazon, possibly never to return. Our Information
Age has entered a truly Orwellian period.
These Tech giants have often justiﬁed their extreme censorship by expressing the need to
combat the spread of the dangerous “conspiracy theories” so widespread among Trump
partisans. Particularly demonized by the media is the wildly popular “QAnon” theory, which
numbered the unfortunate Ms. Babbitt among its committed followers. Although I’m only
very slightly familiar with QAnon, it appears to be a bizarre mishmash of many strange
ideas, notably including the belief that our ruling elites heavily consist of exceptionally
corrupt and criminal individuals, sometimes even being Satanic pedophiles.
Although much of that doctrine seems like total nonsense to me, we should note the
massive suppression this movement has experienced and bear in mind that “the wicked ﬂee
when no man pursueth.” And indeed, my own articles over the years have solidly
established that many of the seemingly ridiculous elements of QAnon probably contain a
very large nugget of truth:
American Pravda: John McCain, Jeﬀrey Epstein, and Pizzagate
John McCain: When “Tokyo Rose” Ran for President
Our American Pravda
American Pravda: How the CIA Invented “Conspiracy Theories”
*
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